
INTRODUCTION TO THE 
MATHEMATICS MODULE 

The Mathematics module has sessions in the            level.

OVERVIEW

This module introduces the concepts and language of mathematics and develops fundamental understanding of mathematical relationships. Children 
discover the concept of number and they learn to think about the relationship between what is being measured and the unit of measurement required for 
measuring it. The main task is to help children internalise concepts of relative quantity and relative size (length, weight, volume). We aim to develop the 
ability to make generalisations and to see connections through the use of visual mediators.

WHY THESE SKILLS ARE IMPORTANT

Most adults accept the practical importance of mathematical skills, and in our eagerness to have children master them are anxious to get on with the 
business of teaching children to count and solve number tasks. But should we begin with this? The result may be a classroom full of young children who 
can recite numbers up to 100, but cannot reliably count three bears. They may go through the rest of their schooling sometimes getting the right answers 
by following the rules, but fundamentally baffled.

A number is not a label or a digit, but the expression of a relationship between the unit of quantification and the objects or features quantified. When we 
look at a group of butterflies we might count three butterflies or six wings. Similarly when we measure the volume of water in a jug our answer depends on 
the measure we choose (24 tablespoons or 6 cups). By helping children grasp the underlying relationships we help them to unlock the mystery of number.

HOW THE MODULE WORKS

What is most distinctive about the Mathematics module is the use of visual models to allow children to see ‘at a glance’ the most basic but also the most 
fundamental mathematical relationships: more than, less than, equal to. Similarly, they learn to understand and to use simple conventional measures (e.g. 
a stick) to respond to scenarios in which they must compare the size of objects that cannot be gathered together in one place.

Finely-graded, practical activities involving a wide variety of visual mediators (pictures of objects, symbols, correspondence grids, tokens, abacuses and 
number lines) allow the children first to grasp, and later to internalise, the mathematical relationships they model. At first tasks are concretely supported. 
For example, children discover if there are as many carrots in a field as there are hungry rabbits by superimposing images of carrots on images of rabbits.

Gradually the tasks require greater levels of abstraction, replacing images of objects with symbols and tokens, and direct manipulation of objects with 
simple graphs. Later still, as the children internalise the visual models, they practice solving problems by ‘looking’ with their ‘mind’s eye’.
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THE ADDITIONAL BENEFITS OF THIS MODULE

What is really important is not quantity but quality – the quality of a child’s understanding of quantity. The secure counting and measuring skills required 
to facilitate mathematical learning are the apparently paradoxical outcomes of a teaching and learning process that does not focus on teaching children 
to count. Instead children learn to understand what they need to count and how to count it.

Children develop insight into why quantification matters, insight into the use of measures for comparing weights, heights or volumes, and the ability to 
focus on exactly what it is that they are trying to measure when they quantify.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Number concepts develop as a result of actions directed at discovering the mathematical (quantitative) relationships that lie beneath the verbal labels put 
on numbers. Consequently, it is important to begin by exploring the quantitative relationships. While we understand that you have most likely already 
introduced number names and counting to your child, we highly recommend that you now move the focus away from naming digits and applying verbal 
labels to quantities. That way you will give your child the best opportunity to develop a very clear understanding, without the confusion that many 
children struggle with at some point on their mathematical journey. These two articles on the Inspiration page of our website will give you further insight 
into this approach: https://keytolearningathome.com/understanding-numbers/ and https://keytolearningathome.com/excel-mathematics/ .

As such, numerals not introduced until the second half of the Mathematics module. The focus of many of the early sessions in the Mathematics module is 
on helping children to practise and secure the ability to match objects exactly using one-to-one correspondence. Your child may already be learning to 
count, or they may have been learning to recite numbers, but we need to put a hold on that to ensure that they first grasp the prerequisite underlying 
concepts. Consequently, if we want to ensure that children are practising one-to-one matching, we need to inhibit counting for the moment. For this, we 
have Greedy Gary the Number Guzzler! You’ll need to print one copy of him (on the last page of this document) and keep him for the relevant sessions.

If you hear counting during sessions that don’t require it and/or where we advise specifically against it, produce Greedy Gary. Explain to your child: Greedy 
Gary loves to gobble numbers – his full name is Greedy Gary the Number Guzzler! If he hears you saying a number, he will come to eat it!  Then if you hear 
your child count during the activities in the sessions, take Gary over to them and whisper: Greedy Gary has eaten your numbers – you can't use them!

The use of Greedy Gary provides us with a clever tool to ensure children acquire the skills needed without actually telling them that using numbers (that 
they have already learned something about) is ‘wrong’.
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ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

If you still feel the need to do number work with your child earlier than promoted in this program, we suggest the following activities. You can also do 
them spontaneously as and when opportunities arise in day-to-day life:  

1) ‘What is this Numeral Doing Here?’ (What numbers can mean/refer to)

Show your child a picture of an object with a numeral next to it (see examples below). Ask: What is this number doing here? What could it be telling us 
about? Listen to their answers and discuss them. There may be several different correct answers. 

2) ‘First, second, third’ (Ordinal numbers)

Make requests involving choosing a specific object from a set of hard to distinguish objects, e.g. put out a row of 3 to 5 pencils and ask your child to find 
the third pencil, give the second pencil to a friend, put the first pencil under the table and so on.

Introduce the idea that we do not always count in a particular direction, and that it is important to specify the direction if we wish to locate a specific item, 
by using examples like ‘the third turning on the left’. Name different orientation points for your child to count from (from the window, from teddy, etc.), for 
example: Can you find the third shelf from the window? Can you pass me the car that is the fourth from the corner?

If your child is confident about direction, you can ask them to count ‘from the left’ or ‘from the right’, for example: The third doll from the right needs a 
drink. Give the first rabbit on the left in the top row a carrot. 

Your child can make up questions involving ordinal numbers as well as respond to them. For example, you say: Can you ask me for a pencil from the line? 
You must use first, second, third etc. to ask for the pencil.

Encourage your child to recite the mathematical phrases with you – rehearsing the phrases will help them to manage the activity by themselves today, 
and internalising it will help them remember how to do it tomorrow.

3) ‘As Many Claps As...’ game (One-to-one correspondence)

Stamp your foot once and ask your child to make as many claps as there were stamps. Repeat for different numbers of stamps and with different actions, 
e.g. winks, clicks of the fingers, clicks of the tongue. Ask your child to take the lead sometimes too – choosing an action, performing it a number of times 
and then you make as many claps as there were occurrences of their action.
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Cut out Greedy Gary the Number Guzzler and keep him for use in various sessions during the course of the Mathematics module.
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